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Abstract. JavaScript is the predominant language when it comes to
developing applications for the web. Many of today’s web-based systems
are implemented solely in JavaScript due to its applicability to both
client and server-side development. Programmers have an ever-growing
need to express parallelism due to the computationally intensive nature of modern web applications. Currently, JavaScript tries to satisfy
this need through actor-based parallelism constructs. However, we argue
that these constructs suffer from design flaws which hamper programmers to elegantly express parallelism in web applications. In this paper
we present Spiders.ts, a unified actor framework to express both parallelism and distribution. In Spiders.ts, programmers can easily specify the
coarse-grained parallelism needs of modern web applications. Moreover,
Spiders.ts’ built-in distribution features allow programmers to express
client-to-server, server-to-server and client-to-client communication simply by using actors. Through benchmarks we show that our framework is
able to substantially improve the performance of web applications. Moreover, we demonstrate its expressive power by comparing implementations
of a distributed case study application.
Keywords: Actor Framework, Web, Distributed Programming,Parallel
Programming, Communicating Event Loops
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Introduction

Roughly 94% of all websites use JavaScript [1]. Although it was originally designed as a scripting language to be used in web browsers, JavaScript has since
evolved into a general purpose language adopted in a range of contexts far beyond client-side web applications (e.g. server-side applications [16], mobile applications [18], etc.).
Similarly, the kind of applications written in JavaScript evolved since its
inception. Where the web used to consist of static HTML pages, it has now
evolved into a platform for full-fledged distributed applications. Google’s Gmail
?
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and WebOS (an operating system built entirely in JavaScript) are prototypical
examples of such applications. To enable this transition from web 1.0 to web
2.0, browsers have evolved from simple graphic displayers to interpreters which
execute complete JavaScript programs.
In order to maintain the responsiveness of these in-browser applications, a
lot of work has focused on optimising the execution of JavaScript code. Examples of these optimisations include just-in-time JavaScript compilers [6] and
thread-level speculation [10]. Besides language or runtime-level optimisations,
JavaScript shows great promise to optimise application-level code through the
use of parallelisation [5].
JavaScript programmers are only able to fulfil this promise through the use
of two actor-based parallel constructs: web workers for client-side JavaScript
and child processes for server-side technology (i.e. Node.js, which is the most
prominent server-side implementation of JavaScript). However, these constructs
severely limit the programmer in three ways. First, programmers are forced to
employ a different API depending on the tier for which the parallel application
is written (i.e. client or server). Moreover, neither of these APIs can be used
by JavaScript actors to communicate across tiers. Second, programmers do not
have fine-grained control over how values in messages are passed. JavaScript
enforces pass-by-copy semantics for values sent between actors. However, this
only applies for primitive data types (e.g. numerals,strings). All other data types
(e.g. functions) must be serialised manually by the programmer. Third, an actor
only has the built-in capability of sending messages to the actor that spawned
it, or to any actors it spawns. Communication between arbitrary actors is not
supported.
In this paper we present Spiders.ts 3 , an actor framework in TypeScript 4
which solves the aforementioned three problems as follows:
– Spiders.ts exposes the same API and semantics regardless of the tier (i.e.
client or server) in which it is used. Moreover, Spiders.ts’ underlying message
passing system can handle both vertical as well as horizontal distribution.
The former allows for traditional client-to-server communication while the
latter allows for server-to-server and client-to-client communication.
– Programmers are freed from the burden of manually serialising objects. Objects are either passed between two actors by reference (e.g. a function object)
or by copy (e.g. a numeral value). In both cases the programmer is unaware
of the underlying serialisation.
– Actor references are first class. This entails that all actors are able to exchange references between and send messages to each other.

2

Problem Statement

Spiders.ts addresses the following software engineering problems related to programming parallel applications in JavaScript:
3
4

https://github.com/myter/Spiders.js
A typed superset of JavaScript which compiles to standard JavaScript
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Non-uniform distribution and parallelism One of the strengths of the actor model is that it unifies distribution and parallelism. Two actors employ
the same message passing scheme regardless of their locations (i.e. whether
they reside on the same machine or not). Actors in JavaScript break this uniformity on two levels. First, depending on the tier (i.e. server or client-side)
the API used by actors differs. Client-side actors (i.e. web workers) employ
HTML5 message channels, while communication between server-side actors
(i.e. child processes) is traditionally implemented using web sockets. Second,
JavaScript actors lack the native constructs to communicate across single
machine boundaries. This burdens the programmer with the task of providing communication between server and client-side actors.
Coarse-grained message passing semantics Programmers are unable to specify how values should be sent across actors. A value is first copied before it is
passed between actors. However, this is only guaranteed for primitive data
types (e.g. numerals, strings). All other data types (i.e. functions, object
methods) must be serialised manually by the programmer which quickly
leads to a number of error-prone situations. For example, manual serialisation of objects forces the programmer to take care of possible scoping issues
(e.g. an object having a method which refers to variables defined in its lexical
scope).
Client-side actors support additional message passing semantics which transfers objects between actors. Transferring an object between actors can be
compared to pass-by-reference semantics where the sender loses its reference to the transferred object. However, this feature is primarily used for
performance reasons, as it only applies to a limited number of objects (i.e.
ArrayBuffers, MessagePorts or ImageBitmap).
Second class actor references Message sends between actors are natively supported only between parent and child. Upon spawning an actor the spawning
actor obtains a reference to the newly spawned actor through which messages
can be sent. Similarly the spawned actor is able to reference the spawning
actor. However, JavaScript disallows such references to be copied between
actors (e.g. as part of a message send).
This burdens the programmer with the task of implementing arbitrary actorto-actor communication. For client-side actors this typically entails the use
of HTML5 message channels (i.e. a tuple of ports), which creates a communication channel between two web workers. In a nutshell, both actors must
obtain a port of the same message channel to be able to send messages. For
server-side actors one traditionally achieves communication between arbitrary actors through the use of web sockets.

3

Communicating Event Loops

Spiders.ts solves the aforementioned issues with JavaScript’s parallel constructs
by implementing actors as communicating event loops (CEL) [12]. We first provide a more in-depth explanation of the CEL model before detailing its reification
in Spiders.ts.
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Fig. 1: Actors as communicating event loops [4]

Figure 1 gives an overview of the CEL model. Each actor is an independent
entity supported by its own thread of control and contains a heap of objects, an
event queue and an event loop. Each event in the queue is the result of a method
invocation or field access on an object owned by another actor. The event loop
continuously picks the first event from the queue and performs the invocation
or field access contained in the dequeued event.
The CEL model specifies two kinds of references: local references and far
references. As Figure 1 shows, the reference that O1 holds to O2 is a local one
since both objects are owned by ActorA . This entails that all method invocations
or fields accesses by O1 on O2 happen in a standard sequential fashion. The
reference which O1 holds to O3 is a far reference since O3 is owned by ActorB .
When O1 invokes a method or accesses a field of O3 this invocation is translated
in an event sent asynchronously to ActorB (i.e. the event is queued in ActorB ’s
event queue). Eventually ActorB ’s event loop will dequeue the event and the
invocation will be executed.
CEL’s dual referencing model extends to the return values and arguments
of method invocations and field accesses. Concretely, the model discriminates
between two kinds of objects: those that cross actor borders by copy and those
that cross actor borders by reference. For example, O1 invokes a method on O3
and provides O2 as argument to this invocation. Eventually O3 ’s method will be
invoked with a far reference to O2 . Conversely, if O3 ’s method would be invoked
with copyable arguments (e.g. numerals, strings, etc.) then O3 ’s method would
obtain local references to the copies of these arguments.

4

Spiders.ts by Example

In order to showcase the applicability of our approach we outline an example
application. This application, called CoCode 5 , allows programmers to collaboratively code in their favourite language. To do so, each programmer logs in to
the application after which she/he can start coding in a dedicated part of the
5

https://github.com/myter/Spiders.js/tree/master/CoCode
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5

var s p i d e r s = r e q u i r e ( ’ s p i d e r s ’ )
c l a s s CoCodeApp extends s p i d e r s . Application {

3
4
5
6
7
8

newCode ( c o d e : s t r i n g ) {
h i g h l i g h t e r . h i g h l i g h t ( c o d e ) . then ( ( h i g h l i g h t e d C o d e :
window . updateCode ( h i g h l i g h t e d C o d e )
})
}

s t r i n g ) => {

9
10
11
12

}
var CoCode = new CoCodeApp ( )
c l a s s H i g h l i g h t A c t o r extends s p i d e r s . Actor{

13
14
15
16

init () {
importScripts ( ’ ./ highlightLib . js ’ )
}

17
18
19
20
21
22

h i g h l i g h t ( code : s t r i n g ) : s t r i n g {
return h i g h l i g h t L i b . h i g h l i g h t ( c o d e ) . v a l u e
}
}
var h i g h l i g h t e r

: FarRef = CoCode . spawnActor ( H i g h l i g h t A c t o r )

Listing 1.1: Spawning client-side actors in Spiders.ts

webpage. Each coder has a consistent view of the piece of code which is collaboratively edited by all coders. Moreover, the code is syntax highlighted on the
fly.
To keep our application efficient each client performs the syntax highlighting
on its own view of the code. This allows the underlying synchronisation of code to
work with pure text rather than highlighted code, which is substantially larger in
size and would slow down communication. Each client spawns an actor dedicated
to the syntax highlighting. This is to avoid blocking the UI thread, which would
render the application unresponsive. Besides this core functionality CoCode also
allows coders to discuss their code in a chat room or through private messages.
4.1

Basic Spiders

Listing 1.1 shows how the standalone functionality of each CoCode client (i.e.
highlighting code in the webpage as a user types) is implemented. Each client can
be divided into two actors: an actor responsible for updating the user interface
and an actor dedicated to highlighting code. Actors in Spiders.ts are implemented
as TypeScript classes which represent the actor’s behaviour. We discriminate
between the application actor which extends the Application class and runs
under the main thread of control and regular actors which run under their own
thread of control. This distinction serves three purposes: first, to avoid data races
and glitches in the user interface only the application actor is allowed access to
the global window object. Per webpage there can only be one instance of an
application actor. Second, all actors except the application actor are devoid
of their lexical environment. This ensures that data races between actors are
impossible, given that objects are either passed by copy or by far reference
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between actors. Third, the application actor acts as an actor factory through
its spawnActor method. This method accepts an extension of the generic Actor
class as argument, spawns a new actor which behaves according to the class
definition and returns a far reference to this actor. In our case we spawn a single
highlighting actor by providing the HighlightActor class (see line 22). The init
method, which is executed by Spiders.ts as soon as an actor is spawned, imports
an external JavaScript library implementing the syntax highlighting.
The webpage which imports the script given by Listing 1.1 invokes the application actor’s newCode method at each key stroke (the HTML code responsible
for this is omitted for the sake of brevity). Subsequently, the application actor
invokes the highlight method on the far reference to the highlighting actor with
the new code as argument. Given that the code is represented by a string, which
is a primitive data type, it is sent to the highlighting actor by copy. All method
invocations on far references are translated by Spiders.ts to asynchronous message sends and return a promise. The resulting promise either resolves with the
method’s return value or is rejected with an error. As is the case for promises
in standard JavaScript, one can install listeners on such promises through the
built-in then and catch functions. In contrast to regular promises, Spiders.ts
promises can span across actors. In our case the application actor registers a
callback (see line 5) on a promise which is resolved with the return value of
the highlighting actor’s highlight method. Once the promise is resolved the user
interface is updated by invoking updateCode on the window object representing
the webpage.
4.2

Distributed Spiders

So far our CoCode application is standalone, it only responds to new code being produced by the local user. The first part in making CoCode a true web
application is implementing a server. The code to do so is given in Listing 1.2.
1
2
3

var s p i d e r s = r e q u i r e ( ’ s p i d e r s ’ )
c l a s s S e r v e r extends s p i d e r s . Application {
c o d e r s : Map<s t r i n g , FarRef>

4
5
6
7

constructor () {
t h i s . c o d e r s = new Map ( )
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

r e g i s t e r ( newName : s t r i n g , n e w C l i e n t : FarRef ) {
c o d e r s . foreach ( ( c l i e n t : FarRef , name : s t r i n g ) => {
c l i e n t . newCoder ( newName , n e w C l i e n t )
n e w C l i e n t . newCoder ( name , c l i e n t )
})
c o d e r s . s e t ( newName , n e w C l i e n t )
}
}
new S e r v e r ( )

Listing 1.2: Implementing the CoCode server in Spiders.ts
The server acts as a discovery service, allowing clients to obtain references to
each other. This functionality can safely run on a single thread, therefore the
server is implemented solely by an application actor. Concretely, the register
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method is invoked by a new client upon starting the application with its name
and a reference to itself . The method then forwards this name and reference to
all connected clients (see line 10).
The addition of the server requires us to update the implementation of our
client-side CoCode actors. Listing 1.3 shows the additions to the original clientside code of Listing 1.1 that are needed in order to make CoCode a full-fledged
web application. The code for the highlighting actor remains unchanged and is
therefore omitted.
1
2
3
4
5

var s p i d e r s = r e q u i r e ( ’ s p i d e r s ’ )
c l a s s Message extends s p i d e r s . I s o l a t e {
from : s t r i n g
text
: string
d a t e : Date

6

constructor ( text : string ){
t h i s . from = window . name
this . text
= text
t h i s . d a t e = new Date ( )
}

7
8
9
10
11
12

}

13
14
15

c l a s s CoCodeApp extends s p i d e r s . Application {
c o C o d e r s : Map<s t r i n g , FarRef>

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

constructor () {
t h i s . c o C o d e r s = Map . new ( )
remote ( s e r v e r A d d r e s s , s e r v e r P o r t ) . then ( ( s e r v e r R e f
s e r v e r R e f . r e g i s t e r ( window . coderName , t h i s )
})
}

: FarRef ) => {

23
24
25
26

newCoder ( name : s t r i n g , c o d e r : FarRef ) {
t h i s . c o C o d e r s . s e t ( name , c o d e r )
}

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

newCode ( c o d e : s t r i n g ) {
t h i s . c o C o d e r s . forEach ( ( c o d e r : FarRef )=>{
c o d e r . codeSync ( c o d e )
}
t h i s . codeSync ( c o d e )
}

34
35
36
37
38
39

codeSync ( c o d e : s t r i n g ) {
h i g h l i g h t e r . h i g h l i g h t ( c o d e ) . then ( ( h i g h l i g h t e d C o d e :
window . updateCode ( h i g h l i g h t e d C o d e )
}
}

40
41
42
43

newMessage ( msg : Message ) {
window . showMessage ( msg . from , msg . t e x t , msg . d a t e )
}

44
45
46
47
48
49

sendPublicMessage ( text : s t r i n g ) {
t h i s . c o C o d e r s . forEach ( ( c o d e r : FarRef )=>{
c o d e r . newMessage (new Message ( t e x t ) )
})
}

50
51
52
53

sendPrivateMessage ( to : s t r i n g , text : s t r i n g ) {
t h i s . c o C o d e r s . g e t ( t o ) . newMessage (new Message ( t e x t ) )
}

54
55
56

}
var CoCode

= new CoCodeApp ( )

s t r i n g ) => {
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Listing 1.3: Making CoCode clients distributed
Three additions are needed to complete our application:
Registering Each client first acquires a reference to the server actor through
the remote function provided by Spiders.ts (see line 19). This function takes
the IP address and port number of a given server actor and returns a promise.
Eventually, this promise resolves with a far reference to the specified actor or
gets rejected with an error. In our case this reference is used by each client to
register themselves as a coder. This is done by invoking the register method
on the server reference (see line 20). The arguments to this invocation are the
client’s name and a reference to itself, which is an instance of CoCodeApp.
Since the client’s name is a string it is passed to the server by copy, while
the latter is an object and is therefore passed by far reference.
Code Updates Shared code editing is handled by two methods. The newCode
method, which is called by the UI whenever a user types in code, invokes the
codeSync method on all of the client’s peers (see line 29). This last method
ensures that each client’s highlighting actor highlights the updated code.
Messaging Through a dedicated section of the interface a user can either publicly broadcast a message (i.e. the UI invokes the sendPublicMessage method)
or send a private message to a particular coder (i.e. through the sendPrivateMessage method). In both cases an isolated object is created which contains the name of the sender, the date and the actual text of the message. In
contrast to other objects, isolated objects are sent by copy rather than by far
reference. As such, when a client receives a message through the newMessage
method, the message’s data can directly be read from the copied object. If
messages were implemented as regular objects they would be sent by far
reference. Each access to a message (e.g. getting the message’s date) would
then return a promise, which would be impractical for this use case.
The code snippets given in Listing 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 completely implement the
application logic behind CoCode. Using Spiders.ts one can implement a web application which highlights code shared amongst clients in parallel, and supports
public and private messaging between these clients, in 83 lines of code.

5

Spider.js Runtime

This section exhaustively describes the functionality provided by Spiders.ts. For
each functionality we describe its use and how it is implemented using native
JavaScript constructs. We divide this functionality into three categories: actors,
referencing and message passing. Table 1 and Table 2 summarise the API, the
former contains the classes provided by Spiders.ts while the latter details the
available functions.
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Table 1: Classes provided by the Spiders.ts API
Class

Description

Functionality
Runs on the main thread
Application Generic application actor behaviour Has access to the window object
Serves as an actor factory through
the spawnWorker method
Actor
Generic actor behaviour
Runs under its own thread of control
Isolate
Generic isolate definition
Adheres to pass by copy semantics

Table 2: Functions provided by the Spiders.ts API
Function Description
Signature
asynchronous field access
far reference → symbol → promise<any>
.
far reference → symbol → arguments
asynchronous method invocation
→ promise<any>
installs a resolve callback
promise<any> → (any → any)
then
on a promise
→ promise<any>
installs a reject callback
promise<any> → (exception → any)
catch
on a promise
→ promise<any>
acquires a far reference
string → number →
remote
to the specified server actor
promise<far reference>

5.1

Actors

Actors are implemented by extending one of two classes: Application or Actor.
The application actor is spawned by instantiating an object from its class definition (i.e. using JavaScript’s new operator), which can only be done once. All
other actors are spawned through the application actor’s spawnActor method
which takes an extension of the Actor class as argument and spawns a new actor
with an instance of this class. spawnActor returns a far reference to the newly
spawned actor. For server-side actors one can provide two optional arguments:
the IP address and port number on which the actor will listen for incoming
messages. By default the arguments are localhost and any unused port.
Part of the strength of the actor model is that programmers do not need
to concern themselves with data races. In Spiders.ts this is achieved by disallowing any non-application actor access to its lexical scope. Concretely, a nonapplication actor can only access its own fields and methods. Moreover, Spiders.ts
ensures that the DOM remains free of data races as well. Only the application
actor is able to access the DOM and only one of such actors can be spawned per
page.
Spawning an actor happens in two distinct steps. First, an object is instantiated from the given actor class. As is the case for regular TypeScript classes, this
results in the invocation of the object’s constructor method. At this point the
actor is not yet spawned, which entails that the constructor method has access
to its lexical scope. This allows the programmer to initialise an actor’s fields with
data available in the lexical scope. During the second step the actor is spawned
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using the instantiated object. Henceforth the actor is devoid of its lexical scope
and its init method is invoked before any message is processed. The elements
contained in the actor object’s fields are then either accessible as far references
(if the element is an object) or as values (if the element is a primitive data type
or an isolate).
The technique employed by Spiders.ts to copy data from an actor’s lexical
scope closely resembles Scala’s spores [11]. In a nutshell, spores allow programmers to create closures which can be safely distributed (e.g. by enforcing that
spores and the variables they capture are serialisable). Both approaches rely
on the programmer to specify which variables in the actor’s or spore’s lexical
scope are to be captured. However, the spores approach is more substantial as
it includes a type system which can enforce safety properties at compile time.
Implementation The implementation of a Spiders.ts actor depends on whether
it was spawned client or server-side. Client-side actors are built atop web workers. We differentiate between the application actor which runs on the client’s
main thread (and is therefore not an actual web worker) and regular actors,
each of which are supported by a single web worker. Server-side actors are
implemented as child processes, which entails that each server-side actor is a
full-fledged Node.js instance.
In both cases the spawning of an actor happens as follows. First, a blank web
worker or child process is created which will host the actor. Second, an object
is instantiated from the actor’s class after which it is serialised and sent to the
blank web worker or child process. Lastly the object is deserialised by its host
and its init method is called.
5.2

Referencing

Actors in Spiders.ts are implemented as communicating event loops and therefore discriminate between local and far references. Two objects within the same
actor can reference each other locally as they would in any standard JavaScript
application. Any method invocation or field access on a local reference is handled synchronously. An actor can obtain a far reference to an object owned by
another actor implicitly or explicitly. Obtaining a far reference to a server actor
can be done explicitly using the remote function. This function takes the server
actor’s IP address and port number and returns a promise which resolves with
a far reference to the server actor. This functionality can either be employed by
a client-side actor to obtain a reference to a server-side actor or between two
server-side actors.
Since references in Spiders.ts are first-class entities one can also obtain far
references implicitly. For example, in CoCode (see Section 4) the server actor
allows all clients to obtain far references to each other. When a new coder connects to the server actor it provides a reference to itself. The server actor then
forwards this reference to all other clients. In general an actor can implicitly
obtain a far reference in two ways. First, if the promise resulting from a method
invocation or field access on a far reference is resolved by an object. Second, if
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a method of one of its objects is invoked remotely (i.e. by an object residing in
a different actor) with an object as argument.
In Spiders.ts all objects are passed between actors as far references while
primitive data types are passed by copy. An exception to this rule is made for
isolate objects, which are also passed by copy. A programmer can explicitly
create such an isolate by instantiating an object from a class which extends
the built-in generic Isolate class. Given that isolates are passed by copy it is
the programmer’s responsibility to make sure that the isolated object does not
rely on its lexical scope (e.g. a method accessing a variable defined outside the
isolate).
Implementation A far reference is essentially a proxy to a remote object (i.e.
an object owned by an actor different than the actor holding the reference).
Accessing the property of a far reference (i.e. invoking a method or accessing a
field) is translated into an asynchronous message send to the actor owning the
proxied object.
In Spiders.ts far references are implemented using EcmaScript 6 proxies. This
reflective construct allows us to define traps which intercept method invocations
and field accesses. Accessing a far reference’s property is translated to an asynchronous message which is sent to the actor owning the proxied object and results
in a promise. This promise will either be resolved with the value of the property
or it will be rejected with an exception.
5.3

Message Passing

Programmers never need to manually send messages between actors in Spiders.ts.
It suffices for an actor to have a far reference to an object and access one if its
fields or methods. Spiders.ts will ensure that this access is transformed into an
asynchronous message send. Such an access or invocation is done using JavaScript’s dot operator, after which a promise is returned. These promises behave
as standard JavaScript promises: a programmer can listen for the resolving or
rejecting of a promise using then and catch. Unlike regular promises, Spiders.ts
promises can be passed between actors and can be resolved and rejected remotely.
Implementation All actors residing in the same webpage communicate through
the messaging systems provided by web workers and message channels. Communication between server actors or from a client actor to a server actor happens
through web sockets. Remote client-side actors (i.e. actors residing in a different webpage or on a different machine) communicate through one or multiple
server actors. Concretely, two remote client-side actors can only obtain references to each other through a server-side actor (e.g. the CoCode server which
acts as a discovery service). All communication between these client-side actors
is therefore routed by the server-side actor which initially introduced them.
Spiders.ts promises are implemented as wrappers on top of standard JavaScript promises. Concretely, in Spiders.ts each promise keeps track of the actor
which created it and which actors are listening for its resolving or rejecting.
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This information is used to notify all listeners whenever a Spiders.ts promise is
resolved or rejected.

6

Related Work

This work is strongly motivated by the limitations of the built-in parallelism features of JavaScript. Although we are not the first to propose an actor framework
for web applications we are the first to fully implement a unified actor framework
for both parallel and distributed computations. What follows is a discussion of
the more prominent actor-based solutions for JavaScript.
Since HTML5, client-side JavaScript developers can employ web workers to
execute code in parallel. At its core web workers are limited versions of actors:
Given a URL to a piece of JavaScript code, the main thread is able to spawn web
workers which will execute the code in their own thread of control. Web workers
run in a completely isolated environment which entails that they do not have
access to the lexical scope in which they are created. Moreover, scope isolation
also includes graphical elements such as the DOM. This ensures that race conditions between workers are avoided. However, web workers limit programmers
in a number of ways which we discuss in detail in Section 2.
Server-side JavaScript (i.e. Node.js) offers child processes which can be used
to execute any system-level command . They also provide a built-in wrapper (i.e.
fork ) which spawns a new Node.js instance and returns an object used to send
messages to the spawned instance. However, child processes exhibit the same
limitations as web workers.
In previous work we introduced Spiders.js [14], the predecessor to Spiders.ts,
which suffers from three major flaws. First, it under performs significantly compared to native web workers or child processes. Second, Spiders.js provides
its own implementation of promises (called futures) to handle return values
of asynchronous method invocations and field accesses. However, these futures
are second-class and therefore limit the programmer’s ability to compose them.
Moreover, Spiders.js’ future API differs from JavaScript’s built-in promises. This
complicates the integration of Spiders.js with native JavaScript code. Third, Spiders.js’ API is based on EcmaScript 5 which is bombastic compared to some of
the novel language features provided by EcmaScript 6. We addressed these flaws
during the implementation and design of Spiders.ts as follows:
Performance Spiders.ts is a complete reimplementation of Spiders.js which
focuses heavily on efficiency. The most notable optimisation in Spiders.ts involves the use of meta-programming constructs. Spiders.js heavily relied on
JavaScript meta-constructs (e.g. the with statement), which typically cannot
be optimised by JavaScript runtimes. Throughout the design and implementation of Spiders.ts we avoided the use of such JavaScript constructs which
harm performance.
Asynchronous method invocation Spiders.js’ custom implementation of futures has been forsaken in favour of first-class JavaScript promises. However,
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the promises offered by Spiders.ts are a superset of those offered by JavaScript. In contrast to JavaScript promises, Spiders.ts promises can be distributed across actors and tiers. For example, an actor residing on the server
can resolve a promise which subsequently triggers callbacks on client actors.
API Spiders.js uses regular JavaScript objects to implement actors. In Spiders.ts actors are implemented by means of TypeScript classes. This allows
programmers to use traditional object-oriented concepts (e.g. field visibility,
inheritance, etc.) to implement their actors. Additionally, Spiders.ts benefits
from TypeScript tooling support (e.g. type checkers).
The integration of the CEL model in web applications has already been discussed
by related work [13]. So far, the most notable step towards this integration
comes in the form of the Q-connection 6 library. As is the case for Spiders.ts, qconnection differentiates between local and far references for objects. Moreover,
far references can be exchanged between web workers. However, in q-connection
web workers must explicitly export an object before another worker can acquire
a far reference to it. Furthermore, in q-connection actor references are second
class. We discuss this problem in detail in Section 2
Akka.js [15] is an actor framework that allows one to deploy Akka actors
in any JavaScript environment. To do so it employs Scala.js to compile the
Scala/Akka code to JavaScript. Akka.js’ main goals closely resemble ours. First,
it strives for in-browser parallelism by mapping actors onto web workers. Second,
it allows for different actor runtimes (i.e. server and client runtimes) to seamlessly
communicate. With Spiders.ts we provide JavaScript developers the means to
easily write parallel applications. However, Akka.js aims to provide Akka/Scala
programmers the means to easily deploy their application to JavaScript runtimes.
Another difference between Spiders.ts and Akka.js is the communication between
remote client-side actors. As explained in Section 5.3, two remote client-side
Spiders.ts actors communicate via one or multiple server-side actors. Akka.js
employs a routing tree mechanism which allows two remote client-side actors to
directly communicate with each other.
Generic workers [17] strive to unify the way in which communication happens
between parallel entities (i.e. web workers) and distributed entities (i.e. client/server) in JavaScript. To do so, it introduces the notion of a generic worker
which can run both in the browser and on a server. Furthermore, generic workers
provide the same communication API regardless of the tier in which the communication partner resides. Although we share the vision that a unified parallelism
framework is needed for web applications, Spiders.ts explicitly steps away from
the traditional web worker interface in favour of a more expressive API through
CEL actors.
Syndicate [7] is a novel actor language tailored towards reactive programs.
It extends upon functional actors with a number of reactive and event-driven
features. Furthermore, it provides a JavaScript implementation of its model.
However, Syndicate applications run their actors on the main thread and there6

https://github.com/kriskowal/q-connection
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fore only provide concurrency. Syndicate lacks the parallel capabilities sought
after in Spiders.ts.
Connect.js [2] is a JavaScript/Titanium 7 library which allows the development of cross-platform mobile applications. Spiders.ts resembles Connect.js in
two ways: both are heavily influenced by the AmbientTalk [3] actor language and
both implement CEL actors. However, both the aim as well as the implementation of Connect.js differs widely from Spiders.ts. First, Connect.js operates in
the context of mobile applications where peers are homogeneous (i.e. there is no
client/server distinction). Second and most importantly, actors in Connect.js do
not operate under their own thread of control and are therefore unsuitable for
parallel applications.
Reo@JS [9] is a coordination language for web workers. As is the case for
Spiders.ts, it aims to provide high-level abstractions to implement parallelism
for web applications. Reo@JS focuses on communication patterns between web
workers and offers abstractions to easily implement these patterns. However, it
does not allow to coordinate workers across different clients or to coordinate
client and server workers.

7

Evaluation

Spiders.ts provides a uniform solution for both parallelism and distribution in
JavaScript. Programmers are able to parallelise their application by distributing workload over multiple actors. Moreover, Spiders.ts actors can be used to
implement full-stack (i.e. server and client) distributed web applications.
To evaluate the former we measure the speedup obtained by parallelising
an example application. Moreover, we compare the runtime results for three
implementations of the Savina benchmark suite [8]: one using web workers, one
using child processes and one using Spiders.js. To evaluate the latter we compare
the implementation of a multiplayer version of the arcade game Pong.
Using Spiders.ts we were able to speed up the example application fourfold.
This clearly showcases Spiders.ts’ potential as a parallel programming framework. Moreover, as our Pong case study shows, Spiders.ts allows one to write
complete web applications more effectively than is the case for regular JavaScript.
The Savina benchmark suite results show that there is still room for improving
Spiders.ts’ actor creation and messaging overhead compared to native JavaScript
actors.
7.1

Performance

All client-side benchmarks were performed in Google Chrome (version 56.0.2924.87)
on a Macbook Pro with a 2,8 GHz intel core i7 processor, 16GB of RAM memory
running Mac OSX Sierra(version 10.12.3). All server-side benchmarks were performed on an Ubuntu 14.04 server with two dual core Intel Xeon 2637 processors
at 3.5 GHz with 265 GB of RAM memory.
7

http://www.appcelerator.com
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Fig. 2: Speedup obtained by comparing the sequential monte carlo application
with parallel versions using Spiders.ts and web workers. Error bars indicate the
95% confidence interval.

Parallelism To measure the parallel performance of Spiders.ts we used an application which approximates pi using the monte carlo method. We compare the
time needed by a sequential application to approximate pi a given number of
times with a parallel version which spreads the same workload across a variable
amount of actors.
Figure 2 shows the measured results while running this comparison in-browser.
Comparing the speedup obtained by the Spiders.ts and web workers implementation, one clearly denotes an overhead induced by Spiders.ts. This overhead is
also present with regards to child processes, as shown by Figure 3. Overall the
results clearly showcase Spiders.ts’ applicability to parallelise both client and
server-side web application.
Runtime Overhead To measure the overhead induced by Spiders.ts we compared the runtime performance of a Spiders.ts implementation and a web workers implementation of the Savina benchmark suite. Figure 4 shows the mean
run time to completion for each implementation of each application in the suite.
The run times were normalised to the results obtained by web workers to better
highlight the overhead introduced by Spiders.ts. The results immediately show
Spiders.ts’ biggest overhead: actor creation (as shown by the Fork Join(actor creation) application). Web workers are simply spawned by providing the path to a
JavaScript source file containing their behaviour. As explained in Section 5.1, in
Spiders.ts the object representing the actor must first be serialised and sent to a
newly spawned web worker which will deserialise the object before accepting any
messages. Moreover, Spiders.ts also introduces an overhead with regards to messaging overhead and throughput (respectively shown by the counting actor and
Fork Join(throughput) applications). This is due to Spiders.ts’ underlying run-
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Fig. 3: Speedup obtained by comparing the sequential monte carlo application
with parallel versions using Spiders.ts and child processes. Error bars indicate
the 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 4: Comparing Spiders.ts and web workers in the Savina Benchmark Suite.
Run times are normalised to web workers results. Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval.
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Fig. 5: Comparing Spiders.ts and child processes in the Savina Benchmark Suite.
Run times are normalised to child processes results. Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval.

time, which requires a considerable amount of meta-data to be attached to every
message sent between actors (e.g. to handle the return values of asynchronous
method invocations). These weaknesses of Spiders.ts are further showcased by
our server-side comparison using a child process implementation of the Savina
suite. As Figure 5 shows, the overhead is less pronounced but still substantial
when comparing Spiders.ts and child processes
Spiders.js Comparison Figure 6 provides the comparison between Spiders.js
(i.e. Spider.ts’ predecessor) and web workers. Through the improvements discussed in Section 6 we were able to significantly reduce the overhead induced by
our framework. On average, Spiders.ts performs roughly twice as well compared
to Spiders.js. However, these improvements hardly affect messaging throughput
and actor creation.
7.2

Coding Complexity

To measure the expressive power of Spiders.ts over native JavaScript we implemented and compared a multiplayer version of the arcade game Pong 8 . We
divided each implementation into three different categories of code:
8

https://github.com/myter/Spiders.js/tree/master/SpiderPong
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Fig. 6: Comparing Spiders.js and web workers in the Savina Benchmark Suite.
Run times are normalised to web worker results. Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval.

Fig. 7: Proportion, in percentage of the total lines of code, dedicated to each category of code for a native JavaScript and Spider.ts implementation of multiplayer
Pong
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Message Handling Code that implements how a part of the application is
to respond to a given message. This includes implementing and registering
callbacks, dispatching on message types and implementing actor methods.
Message Sending Code which implements the communication between clients
and between the clients and the server. This includes creating and sending
messages, opening sockets and invoking methods on far references or defining
isolate objects.
Application Logic Code which implements the game’s core functionality (e.g.
updating the user interface when a player’s score has changed).
To compare both implementations we measure the proportion of each category
of code to the application’s total lines of code. Ideally an application should
mostly be comprised of application logic code. Appendix A and B contain both
implementations highlighted according to the three categories.
Figure 7 shows how each implementation is divided into the three categories.
For each category of code, the figure shows the percentage it represents with
regards to the application’s total lines of code. The biggest difference between
both version is the portion of the application dedicated to message handling. In
contrast to regular JavaScript, message handling in Spiders.ts is done implicitly
(i.e. an actor’s methods act as message handlers). Moreover, in Spiders.ts two
clients are able to send messages to each other simply by using far references.
For our pong example this entails that a client can directly send updates to his
opponent, Spiders.ts will ensure that the server routes messages correctly. In the
version implemented using plain JavaScript this routing must be implemented
manually, adding additional code for message handling on both server and client.
In conclusion, Spiders.ts allows programmers to focus on the inherent complexity
and logic of their application while delegating message handling and routing to
the Spiders.ts runtime.

8

Conclusion

As the web continues its evolution from a thin to a thick client model, the need for
efficient and parallel web applications increases. The majority of web applications
are currently implemented using JavaScript. It provides two constructs allowing
programmers to write parallel web applications: web workers and child processes.
However, these two constructs suffer from three major deficiencies. First, in
contrast with most actor systems, distribution and parallelism are not handled
uniformly in JavaScript. Depending on the tier (i.e. client or server), the API
used to program JavaScript actors differs. Moreover, JavaScript actors cannot
reuse the communication constructs used for local actor-to-actor communication
to communicate with remote or distributed actors. Second, actors employ very
coarse-grained message passing semantics. Concretely only primitive data types
contained within a message are passed by copy, all other data types must be
serialised manually by the programmer. Third, actor references are second class
and cannot be copied as part of a message send. This entails that JavaScript
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lacks the built-in ability to support communication between any two arbitrary
actors.
In this paper we introduce Spiders.ts, a continuation of the work done in [14].
Spiders.ts differentiates itself from other JavaScript actor frameworks in three
ways. First, Spiders.ts provides a unified actor API for both client and server-side
web development. Moreover, Spiders.ts exposes a single messaging API regardless of an actor’s physical location. This allows programmers to express clientto-server, server-to-server and client-to-client communication. Second, using Spiders.ts programmers never need to manually serialise values passed between actors. Isolated objects and primitive data types are passed by copy. All other
objects are passed by far reference, for which Spiders.ts ensures asynchronous
access through promises. Third, references to actors are first class which allows
communication between all actors in an application.
The results for the Savina benchmark suite indicate that there is room for
improving Spiders.ts’ overhead compared to native JavaScript actors. However,
through speedup experiments we showcase that Spiders.ts is more than apt as a
framework for parallel web applications. Using Spiders.ts we were able to considerably speed up a client and server-side example application. Moreover, by
comparing implementations of a distributed case study application we show that
Spiders.ts enables programmers to significantly reduce the boilerplate code associated with developing web applications.

A

Highlighted Native Implementation of Pong
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A.1

Server Implementation

var io = require('socket.io');
var socket = io(8000);
var clients = new Map();
var games = new Map();
var occupation = new Map();
class Player {
constructor(ref, name) {
this.ref = ref;
this.name = name;
}
}
function newClient(nickName, ref) {
clients.set(nickName, new Player(ref, nickName));
games.forEach((creator, roomName) => {
ref.emit('message', ["newGameCreated", roomName, creator.name]);
if (occupation.get(roomName) > 1) {
ref.emit('message', ["updateRoomInfo", roomName]);
}
});
}
function createNewGame(roomName, creatorRef, creatorName) {
games.set(roomName, new Player(creatorRef, creatorName));
occupation.set(roomName, 1);
clients.forEach((client) => {
if (client.name != creatorName) {
client.ref.emit('message', ["newGameCreated", roomName, creatorName]);
}
});
}
function playerJoined(roomName, playerName) {
var otherPlayer = games.get(roomName);
occupation.set(roomName, occupation.get(roomName) + 1);
clients.forEach((client) => {
if (client.name != playerName && client.name != otherPlayer.name) {
client.ref.emit('message', ["updateRoomInfo", roomName]);
}
});
}
function forwardPlayerJoins(to, playerNick) {
var player = clients.get(to);
player.ref.emit('message', ["playerJoins", playerNick]);
}
function forwardGetPortal(to, playerNick) {
var player = clients.get(to);
player.ref.emit('message', ["getPortal", playerNick]);
}
function forwardReceivePortal(to, x, y, r, c) {
var player = clients.get(to);
player.ref.emit('message', ["receivePortal", x, y, r, c]);
}
function forwardReceiveBall(to, x, y, vx, vy) {
var player = clients.get(to);
player.ref.emit('message', ["receiveBall", x, y, vx, vy]);
}
function forwardScoreChange(to, score) {
var player = clients.get(to);
player.ref.emit('message', ["scoreChange", score]);
}
function forwardReceivePowerup(to, type) {
var player = clients.get(to);
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Server Implementation

player.ref.emit('message', ["receivePowerup", type]);
}
socket.on('connect', (client) => {
client.on('message', (data) => {
switch (data[0]) {
case "newClient":
newClient(data[1], client);
break;
case "createNewGame":
createNewGame(data[1], client, data[2]);
break;
case "playerJoined":
playerJoined(data[1], data[2]);
break;
case "forwardPlayerJoins":
forwardPlayerJoins(data[1], data[2]);
break;
case "forwardGetPortal":
forwardGetPortal(data[1], data[2]);
break;
case "forwardReceivePortal":
forwardReceivePortal(data[1], data[2], data[3], data[4], data[5]);
break;
case "forwardReceiveBall":
forwardReceiveBall(data[1], data[2], data[3], data[4], data[5]);
break;
case "forwardScoreChange":
forwardScoreChange(data[1], data[2]);
break;
case "forwardReceivePowerup":
forwardReceivePowerup(data[1], data[2]);
break;
default:
console.log("Server did not understand message : " + data[0]);
}
});
});
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Client Implementation

import {Socket} from "net";
var graph = require('./graphics')
class NativePongClient{
serverRef
: Socket
nickName
: string
currentGame
constructor(nickName : string){
this.serverRef = require('socket.io-client')('http://127.0.0.1:8000')
this.nickName
= nickName
var that
= this
this.serverRef.on('message',(data)=>{
switch(data[0]){
case "updateRoomInfo":
that.updateRoomInfo(data[1])
break
case "newGameCreated":
that.newGameCreated(data[1],data[2])
break
case "playerJoins":
that.playerJoins(data[1])
break
case "getPortal":
that.getPortal(data[1])
break
case "receivePortal":
that.receivePortal(data[1],data[2],data[3],data[4])
break
case "receiveBall":
that.receiveBall(data[1],data[2],data[3],data[4])
break
case "scoreChange":
that.scoreChange(data[1])
break
case "receivePowerup":
that.receivePowerup(data[1])
break
default:
console.log("Client did not understand message : " + data[0])
}
})
this.serverRef.emit('message',["newClient",this.nickName])
document.getElementById("newRoomButton").onclick = () => {
var roomName = (document.getElementById('roomName') as
HTMLTextAreaElement).value
this.currentGame = new graph.game(that,roomName)
this.serverRef.emit('message',["createNewGame",roomName,this.nickName])
this.currentGame.start(true)
}
}
private joinGame(roomName : string,gameCreator : string){
this.currentGame
= new graph.game(this,roomName)
this.currentGame.setOpponentReference(gameCreator)
this.serverRef.emit('message',["playerJoined",roomName,this.nickName])
this.serverRef.emit('message',["forwardPlayerJoins",gameCreator,this.nickName])
this.serverRef.emit('message',["forwardGetPortal",gameCreator,this.nickName])
this.currentGame.start(false);
}
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Client Implementation

newGameCreated(roomName : string,gameCreator : string){
var row
= (document.getElementById('roomList') as
HTMLTableElement).insertRow()
var nameCell
= row.insertCell()
var noPlayersCell
= row.insertCell()
row.id
= roomName
nameCell.innerHTML
= roomName
noPlayersCell.innerHTML = "1/2"
var that
= this
row.onclick
= function() {
if(noPlayersCell.innerHTML === "1/2") {
that.joinGame(roomName,gameCreator)
}
};
}
playerJoins(nickName : string){
this.currentGame.setOpponentReference(nickName)
this.currentGame.playerJoined(nickName)
}
updateRoomInfo(roomName){
(document.getElementById(roomName) as any).cells[1].innerHTML = "2/2"
}
getPortal(requester : string){
var gamePortal = this.currentGame.getPortal()
this.serverRef.emit('message',
["forwardReceivePortal",requester,gamePortal.x,gamePortal.y,gamePortal.r,gamePortal.c])
}
receivePortal(x,y,r,c){
this.currentGame.receivePortal({x:x,y:y,r:r,c:c})
}
receiveBall(x,y,vx,vy){
this.currentGame.receiveBall({ x: x, y: y, vx: vx, vy: vy })
}
//Invoked by the UI
sendBallTo(opponent : string,x,y,vx,vy){
this.serverRef.emit('message',["forwardReceiveBall",opponent,x,y,vx,vy])
}
//Invoked by the UI
sendScoreChangeTo(opponent : string,score){
this.serverRef.emit('message',["forwardScoreChange",opponent,score])
}
//Invoked by the UI
sendPowerupTo(opponent : string,type){
this.serverRef.emit('message',["forwardReceivePowerup",opponent,type])
}
scoreChange(score : number){
this.currentGame.receiveOpponentScore(score)
}
receivePowerup(type : string){
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Client Implementation

this.currentGame.receivePowerup(type)
}
}
(window as any).start = ()=>{
var nickName
= (document.getElementById('nickname') as
HTMLTextAreaElement).value
new NativePongClient(nickName)
}
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B.1

Server Implementation

import {SpiderLib, FarRef} from "../src/spiders";
var spiders : SpiderLib = require("../src/spiders")
class Player{
ref
: FarRef
name
: string
constructor(ref,name){
this.ref
= ref
this.name
= name
}
}
class SpiderPongServer extends spiders.Application{
games
: Map<string,Player>
occupation : Map<string,number>
clients
: Map<string,Player>
constructor(){
super()
this.games
= new Map()
this.clients
= new Map()
this.occupation = new Map()
}
newClient(nickName : string,ref : FarRef){
this.clients.set(nickName,new Player(ref,nickName))
this.games.forEach((creator : Player,roomName : string)=>{
ref.newGameCreated(roomName,creator.ref)
if(this.occupation.get(roomName) > 1){
ref.updateRoomInfo(roomName)
}
})
}
createNewGame(roomName : string,creatorRef : FarRef,creatorName){
this.games.set(roomName,new Player(creatorRef,creatorName))
this.occupation.set(roomName,1)
this.clients.forEach((client : Player)=>{
if(client.name != creatorName){
client.ref.newGameCreated(roomName,creatorRef)
}
})
}
playerJoined(roomName : string,playerRef : FarRef,playerName : string){
var otherPlayer : Player = this.games.get(roomName)
this.occupation.set(roomName,this.occupation.get(roomName)+1)
this.clients.forEach((client : Player)=>{
if(client.name != playerName && client.name != otherPlayer.name){
client.ref.updateRoomInfo(roomName)
}
})
}
}
new SpiderPongServer()
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import {SpiderLib, FarRef} from "../../../src/spiders";
var spiders : SpiderLib = require("../../../src/spiders")
var graph
= require("./graphics")

class PortalIsolate extends spiders.Isolate{
x
y
r
c
constructor(x,y,r,c){
super()
this.x = x
this.y = y
this.r = r
this.c = c
}
}
class SpiderPongClient extends spiders.Application{
serverRef
: FarRef
nickName
: string
currentGame
constructor(nickName : string){
super()
this.nickName = nickName
this.remote("127.0.0.1",8000).then((serverRef : FarRef)=>{
this.serverRef = serverRef
serverRef.newClient(this.nickName,this)
})
document.getElementById("newRoomButton").onclick = () => {
var roomName = (document.getElementById('roomName') as
HTMLTextAreaElement).value
this.currentGame = new graph.game(roomName,this)
this.serverRef.createNewGame(roomName,this,this.nickName)
this.currentGame.start(true)
}
}
private joinGame(roomName : string,gameCreator : FarRef){
this.currentGame
= new graph.game(roomName,this)
this.currentGame.setOpponentReference(gameCreator)
this.serverRef.playerJoined(roomName,this,this.nickName)
gameCreator.playerJoins(this,this.nickName)
gameCreator.getPortal().then((portal)=>{
this.currentGame.receivePortal(portal)
})
this.currentGame.start(false);
}
newGameCreated(roomName : string,gameCreator : FarRef){
var row
= (document.getElementById('roomList') as
HTMLTableElement).insertRow()
var nameCell
= row.insertCell()
var noPlayersCell
= row.insertCell()
row.id
= roomName
nameCell.innerHTML
= roomName
noPlayersCell.innerHTML = "1/2"
var that
= this
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row.onclick
= function() {
if(noPlayersCell.innerHTML === "1/2") {
that.joinGame(roomName,gameCreator)
}
};
}
playerJoins(player : FarRef,nickName : string){
this.currentGame.setOpponentReference(player)
this.currentGame.playerJoined(nickName)
}
updateRoomInfo(roomName){
(document.getElementById(roomName) as any).cells[1].innerHTML = "2/2"
}
getPortal(){
var gamePortal = this.currentGame.getPortal()
return new PortalIsolate(gamePortal.x,gamePortal.y,gamePortal.r,gamePortal.c)
}
receiveBall(x,y,vx,vy){
this.currentGame.receiveBall({ x: x, y: y, vx: vx, vy: vy })
}
scoreChange(score : number){
this.currentGame.receiveOpponentScore(score)
}
receivePowerup(type : string){
this.currentGame.receivePowerup(type)
}
//Invoked by UI
sendBall(x,y,vx,vy,ref){
ref.receiveBall(x,y,vx,vy)
}
//Invoked by UI
sendScoreChange(score,ref){
ref.scoreChange(score)
}
//Invoked by UI
sendPowerup(type,ref){
ref.receivePowerup(type)
}
}
(window as any).start = ()=>{
var nickName
= (document.getElementById('nickname') as
HTMLTextAreaElement).value
new SpiderPongClient(nickName)
}
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